
 

April 17, 2020 
 
Dear KMHS students and parents,  
 
As the Kettle Moraine learning journey continues, teachers and administrators have 
been working to build a learning environment similar to our on-campus model to include 
“right sizing” instruction and assessment for each learner.  This process has included 
considerations and decisions regarding grading and crediting. 
 
Grading and transcripting final term and year-end grades continue to be an important 
exercise in Kettle Moraine.  An interim grading and reporting plan has been constructed 
in an effort to minimize the risk of negatively impacting a Kettle Moraine learner’s future 
transcript, learning, or habits in light of a shift to virtual instruction during a pandemic. 
Additionally, the plan seeks to create a system that emphasizes quality of learning over 
compliance of activities.  
 
Students across the entire high school campus will continue to earn credits and letter 
grades in alignment with District policy and practices.  Teachers will provide feedback 
on student work in a similar format and manner as they did prior to implementation of 
virtual learning (individual conferencing, written comments, standards-based marking, 
competency attainment, etc).  The added challenge of virtual learning will require the 
teacher and learner to be clear and consistent in communication.  This type of 
communication will result in additional teacher and student questions via email, Google 
Meets, or phone calls.  
 
During the week of April 27, teachers will be reviewing learner progress to determine if a 
grade has dropped more than one letter grade since the end of term 3, March 20th.  If a 
learner’s grade has dropped due to disengagement or a struggle with expectations, the 
teacher will reach out for a student/guardian conversation.  Together, they will create a 
plan of support to help the learner achieve the learning that is expected.  
 
In a few circumstances, pass/fail grades will be awarded or course name changes will 
occur. Circumstances will include district/teacher-initiated decisions about individual 
courses that are "experience-based" or individual learner plans.   If a course will result in 
a pass/fail grade, notification will be coming from the teacher to the student and 
guardian in the very near future. 
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While these learning and living experiences are new to us all, we continue to be 
dedicated to creating appropriate learning opportunities for the students of Kettle 
Moraine.  Each student, family, and teacher experiences this pandemic in their own 
personal way and our staff will continue to be as responsive as possible to expressed 
needs.  
 
Specific questions regarding grading and reporting should be directed first to the 
individual teacher.  If additional concerns exist please reach out to the school director or 
principal. We appreciate your support and understanding as we work with your child in 
this virtual learning environment.  
 
 
Dr. Thersea Ewald 
Assistant Superintendent-Teaching and Learning 
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KMHS Principal 
 
Kevin Erickson 
Director KM Perform 
 
Erica Bardon 
Director KM Global 
 
Steve Plum 
Director of HS^ 
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